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Abstract: One of the desirable features of any network is the ability to keep services running after a link or node failure. This ability is 
known as network resilience and has become a key demand from service providers. Resilient networks recover from failure by repairing 
them automatically by diverting traffic from failed part of the network to another portion of the network. The traffic diversion process 
should be fast enough to ensure that the interruption of service due to a link or node failure is either unnoticeable or as small as 
possible. At the time of failure, new path is taken by diverted traffic through a procedure called Re-Routing. Alternatively the path can 
be computed before a failure occurs through a procedure called Fast Reroute. In Traditional IP networks best path calculation is done 
using Re-Routing mechanisms that happen on-demand when a failure is detected, whereas in the proposed system MPLS Traffic 
Engineering we use Fast Reroute mechanism to provide backup tunnels that can be pre-programmed into the router. This way the best
path calculation happens before the failure actually occurs. Fast Reroute protects paths from link and node failures by locally repairing 
the protected paths and rerouting them over backup tunnels at the point of failure allowing data to flow continuously. In case of a 
network fault, the fast switchover of protected traffic onto pre-established backup paths happen in a minimal time to minimize traffic
loss.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Real-time and multimedia applications have grown 
enormously during the last few years. Such applications 
require that the guaranteed bandwidth remains available 
when a link in the network fails. However, in today's IP 
network, when a link or router fails packets that cross the 
failed link or router will be lost until the network re-
converges. Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) enables 
Service Providers to build future networks that deliver a 
wide variety of advanced and value-added services over a 
single infrastructure. It can be integrated seamlessly over any 
existing infrastructure such as Frame Relay, IP, ATM or 
Ethernet. Subscribers with different access links can be 
grouped on an MPLS edge without changing their end-to-end 
IP, differentiated services with simple configuration, 
management, and provisioning for service providers.  
 
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a high-
performance packet switching technology and is independent 
of access technologies. MPLS delivers highly scalable and 
forwarding technology that integrates the traffic management 
and performance capabilities of data link layer (Layer 2) 
switching with the flexibility, scalability and performance of 
network-layer (Layer 3) routing.  
 
Multi-Protocol: Encapsulate a data packet and Put an MPLS 
header in front of the packet. Label Switching:  MPLS 
header includes a label and switches Labels between MPLS-
capable routers. Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) 
directs data from one node to the next based on labels rather 
than long IP addresses, avoiding complex lookups in a 
routing table. Effectively, MPLS superimposes a connection-
oriented framework over the connectionless IP network.  
 
 
 

2. Comparative Analysis of MPLS and 
Traditional IP Network

2.1 Traditional IP Routing 
 
In conventional IP routing, router in the network makes 
independent routing decisions for each incoming packet. 
When a packet arrives at a router, the router has to consult its 
routing table to find the next hop for that packet based on the 
packets destination IP address in the packets IP header .To 
compute routing tables, each router runs IP routing protocols 
like Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) or Intermediate 
System-to-Intermediate System (IS-IS). When a packet 
traverses through the network, each router performs the same 
steps of finding the next hop for the packet [1]. The main 
issue with conventional routing protocols is that they do not 
take capacity constraints and traffic bandwidth 
characteristics into account when routing decisions are made. 
The outcome is that some segments of a network can become 
congested while other segments along alternative routes 
become underutilized. Even in case of congested links, 
traditional routing protocol will continue to forward traffic 
across these paths until packets are dropped. Conventional IP 
packet forwarding has several limitations. It has limited 
capability to deal with addressing information beyond just 
the destination IP address carried on the packet. For 
example, it becomes difficult to perform traffic engineering 
on IP networks. To accommodate highly interactive 
application flows with low delay and packet loss threshold, 
there is a clear need to more efficiently utilize the available 
network resources. The process whereby this is 
accomplished is known as Traffic Engineering and MPLS 
provides these capabilities. 

2.2 MPLS Technology
 
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) directs data from 
one node to the next based on labels rather than long IP 
addresses, avoiding complicated lookups in a routing table. It 
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is an extension to the existing Internet Protocol (IP). By 
adding new capabilities to the IP architecture, MPLS enables 
support of new features and applications. In MPLS short 
fixed-length labels are assigned to packets at the edge of the 
MPLS domain and these pre-assigned labels are used rather 
than the original packet headers to forward packets on pre-
routed paths through the MPLS network. In MPLS, the route 
followed by the packet is assigned only once and forwarded 
through the MPLS domain i.e., when the packet enters the 
domain. Before a router forwards a packet it changes the 
label in the packet to a label that is used for forwarding by 
the next router in the path to reach the destination. 

2.3 MPLS Domain 
 
In the MPLS domain is described as "a contiguous set of 
nodes which operate MPLS routing and forwarding". The 
MPLS domain can be divided into MPLS core and MPLS 
edge. The core consists of nodes neighboring only to MPLS 
capable nodes, while the edge consists of nodes neighboring 
both MPLS capable and incapable nodes. The nodes in the 
MPLS domain are often called LSRs (Label Switch Routers). 
The nodes in the core network are transit LSRs and the nodes 
in the MPLS edge are called LERs (Label Edge Routers).The 
node first at LER is called ingress router where label is 
assigned to IP packet. The node last at LER is called Egress 
router where label is removed from IP packet and sent to the 
customer. A schematic view of the MPLS domain is 
illustrated below. 
 

 
Figure 1: MPLS Network 

 
3. MPLS Traffic Engineering 
 
Internet traffic Engineering is to ease efficient and reliable 
network operations while simultaneously optimizing network 
resource utilization and traffic performance. MPLS TE 
builds a unidirectional tunnel from source to destination in 
the form of a label switched path (LSP), which is used to 
forward traffic based on constraint-based routing. Traffic 
engineering is essential for Internet service provider (ISP). 
Such networks must support a high use of transmission 
capacity and must be very resilient so that they can withstand 
link or node failures. 
 
3.1 Why Use MPLS Traffic Engineering 
 
In ISP budget, WAN connections are expensive. To offer the 
best service to their users, Traffic engineering enables ISPs 

to route network traffic in terms of throughput and delay and 
reduces the cost of the network. 

3.2 How MPLS Traffic Engineering Works 
 
MPLS traffic engineering automatically establishes and 
maintains Label Switch Paths across the network by using 
Resource Reservation Protocol (RESV). LSP resource 
requirements and network resources such as bandwidth are 
used to determine the path taken by the LSP. Available 
resources are given by adding extensions to a link-state-
based Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP). Traffic engineering 
tunnels are pre calculated at the head end of LSP based on 
required and available resources (constraint-based routing). 
Automatically, the traffic is routed onto these LSPs by LSP. 
Typically, in MPLS traffic engineering packet travels on a 
single LSP that connects the ingress point to the egress point. 
 
3.3 Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) 
 
RSVP was originally designed as a means for a host to 
determine if there is enough bandwidth available for a 
particular traffic flow. RSVP never took off due to the fact it 
was a host to host protocol. Used for establishing LSPs in 
MPLS networks 
 
3.4 Traffic Engineering and IGP 
 
TE uses Existing Link State Routing Protocols OSPF and 
ISIS to disseminate topology information. Normally IGP 
carries information about itself, neighbors and cost to 
neighbors. TE adds information regarding available 
bandwidth to neighbors. 
 
4. MPLS Fast Reroute- Link and Node 
Protection
 
FRR supports the following two functionalities: 

1. Pre-calculating a backup path to destination in its next-
hop database. This backup route is activated when the 
primary route to a destination goes down.  

2. As soon as the failure of the primary path is detected, the 
router replaces the active next-hop to the failed 
destination with a pre-calculated backup next-hop within 
tens of milliseconds. 

3. FRR networks experiences less traffic loss and less 
looping than non-FRR networks. 

 
Fast Reroute (FRR) is a mechanism for protecting MPLS 
traffic engineering (TE) LSPs from link and node failures. At 
the point of failure, it locally repairs the LSPs by allowing 
data to continuously flow while their head end routers 
attempt to establish new end-to-end LSPs to replace them. 
FRR have backup tunnels that locally repair the protected 
LSPs by rerouting them. The Fast Reroute feature has two 
benefits: the increased reliability for IP traffic service and the 
high scalability to its design. 

4.1 Link Protection 
 
MPLS Link Protection provides backup tunnels that bypass 
only a single link of the LSP's path. They protect LSPs if a 
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link along their path fails by rerouting the traffic to the next 
hop. These are referred to as next-hop (NHOP) backup 
tunnels because they terminate at the LSP's next hop beyond 
the point of failure. When a link goes down, path LSR sends 
“Path Err” to head-end router to notify to create signal a 
tunnel via another path. FRR supports the use of RSVP 
Hellos to accelerate the detection of link failures. 
 

 
Figure 2: NHOP Backup Tunnel 

4.2 Node Protection 
 
Backup tunnels that protect next-hop nodes along LSP paths 
are called next-next-hop (NNHOP) backup tunnels because 
they terminate at the node following the next-hop node of the 
LSP paths. If a node along their path fails, they protect LSPs 
by enabling traffic to the next-next hop around the failed 
node. FRR supports RSVP Hellos for detection of the node 
failures. NNHOP backup tunnels also provide protection 
from link failures 

 

Figure 3: NNHOP Backup Tunnel 

4.3 Prerequisites for MPLS Traffic Engineering—Fast 
Reroute Link and Node Protection
The network must support the following Cisco IOS features: 
 Enable IP Cisco Express Forwarding 
 Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) 

The network must support one of the following protocols 
 Intermediate System-to-Intermediate System (IS-IS) 
 Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) 

Before configuring FRR, you should have configured 
MPLS traffic engineering (TE) tunnels: 

 Enabled MPLS TE on all routers and interfaces. 
 Configured MPLS TE tunnels 
 
 
 

5. Proposed Methodology
 
The simulation environment employed in this paper is based 
on GNS3 v0.8.6 (Graphic Network Simulator). Router used 
in GNS3 -Cisco 7206 with IOS Software Release 12.2(33). 
The simulations were setup using a normal IP network using 
OSPF & ISIS and MPLS network with Fast Reroute are 
implemented. The results from these simulations are used for 
comparison between the networks. Simulations are based on 
the common topology as shown in figure 3. The network 
consists of 8 routers. Fast Ethernet links are connected 
between routers of network. Basic IGP (OSPF or IS-IS) is 
running in the network. MPLS domain is enabled in all 
routers except R1 and R8.R1 and R8 are Customer Edge 
Routers .R2 and R7 are provider edge routers that connect 
customer to core network. The core network consists of four 
routers R3, R4, R5 and R6. R2 and R7 are called the Ingress 
and Egress routers. The performance of network with MPLS 
fast Reroute for link and node failure is compared to normal 
IP network without MPLS. Comparisons are done based on 
Packet loss, Success rate and round trip time. The following 
Network Topology is used to simulate the results. 
 

Figure 4: Network Topology 
 
6. Simulation Results

6.1 IP Network without Fast reroute 
 
The IP network that uses OSPF has metric cost 1 for all 
links. OSPF cost= link Bandwidth/ 10^8. As link bandwidth 
is 100Mbps for fast Ethernet links, the OSPF 
cost=100M/10^8=1. 
 
The IP network that uses IS-IS has default metric cost 10 for 
all links and metric style wide. 
 
After Link failure between R4 and R5 and Node failure at 
R5, both IP networks take time to reconverge and have 
packet loss.  

6.2 MPLS Network with Fast Reroute 
 
MPLS is added on top of existing IP network. Traffic 
Engineering is enabled in all routers except customer edge 
routers. MPLS Traffic Engineering is being enabled in 
network. Primary tunnel using Explicit route is formed from 
router R2 to R7 (R2-R3-R4-R5-R7).  
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Backup Tunnel for link failure between R4 and R5 is formed 
at router R4 with source R4 and destination R5. Path taken is 
R2-R3-R4-R6-R5-R7. 
 
Another Backup Tunnel for Node failure R5 is formed at 
router R4 with source r4 and destination R7 avoiding R5. 
Path taken is R2-R3-R4-R6-R7. 
 
6.3 MPLS Traffic Engineering 

1. Router R1 trace route to destination R8 through the path 
using primary tunnel at R2 
R1-R2-R3-R4-R5-R7-R8 
 

 

6.4 MPLS Traffic Engineering FRR-Link Protection 

2. With FRR Link Protection -Router R1 trace route to R8 
when there is Link failure between R4 and R5. 
R1-R2-R3-R4-R6-R5-R7-R8, It uses backup tunnel 
configured at point of local repair R4. 

 
3.With FRR Link Protection- from R1 Send 50 echo packets 
to R8 when there is link failure between R4 and R5. It gives 
100% success rate with zero packet loss. 
 

 
 

4. Normal IP without FRR Link Protection - Router R1 trace 
route to R8 when there is Link failure between R4 and R5. 
R1-R2-R3-R6-R7 
 

 
 
5. Normal IP without FRR Link protection- from R1 Send 50 
echo packets to R8 when there is link failure between R4 and 
R5. It gives 30% success rate with 35 packets loss. 
 

 

6.5 MPLS Traffic Engineering FRR-Node Protection 

6. With FRR Node Protection -Router R1 trace route to R8 
when there is Node failure R5. 
R1-R2-R3-R4-R6-R7-R8, It uses backup tunnel configured 
at point of local repair R4. 
 

 
 
7. With FRR Node Protection- from R1 Send 50 echo 
packets to R8 when there is link failure between R4 and R5. 
It gives 98% success rate with one packet loss. 
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8. Normal IP without FRR Node Protection- from R1 Send 
50 echo packets to R8 when there is node failure R5. It gives 
24% success rate with 38 packets loss. 
 

 
 
9. Normal IP without FRR Node Protection - Router R1 trace 
route to R8 when there is node failure R5. 

 
Packet Loss comparison of MPLS and Traditional IP 
networks for Link failure 

 
 

Packet Loss comparison of MPLS and Traditional IP 
networks for Node failure 

 

Round Trip Time Comparison (in msec) for MPLS and 
Traditional IP networks for Link failure  

 
Round Trip Time Comparison (in msec) for MPLS and 
Traditional IP networks for Node failure  

 

7. Conclusion
 
In the event of a network Link failure when recovery 
mechanisms are employed at the IP layer, restoration takes 
several seconds which are unacceptable for real-time 
applications. MPLS Traffic Engineering Fast Reroute meets 
the requirements of real-time applications with fast recovery 
that facilitate high availability to converge. The simulation 
results show that the performances of MPLS Fast Reroute 
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(packet loss, success rate and roundtrip time) are very stable 
and much better as compared to traditional IP networks. 
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